
                             

Rule Current rule text Recommended rule text Notes Basis for existing rule Response Additional Analysis/Commentary Excerpts from other state committees 
Rule 4-5.4 Prohibition on non-lawyer (c)A lawyer shall not form a partnership with a nonlawyer if (c) Ownership Interest with Nonlawyer. A lawyer shall not practice with or (1) Consolidates former (e) into In order to preserve the independent 1) The lawyer always remains subject to the rules of professional Rule 4-5.4 has become an obstacle to innovation and entrepreneurship in the legal profession. First, by prohibiting We believe the Arizona approach has much to offer. Indeed, we view the elimination or Chicago recommended approach: 
ownership any of the activities of the partnership consist of the in the form of a business entity authorized to practice law for a profit if: new (a); professional judgment of the lawyer, conduct and must exercise his or her independent professional non-lawyer ownership, the rule restricts a lawyer's ability to determine the ownership composition and governance substantial relaxation of Rule 5.4 as key to allowing lawyers to fully and comfortably 

practice of law. (e) A lawyer shall not lawyers may not delegate decision judgment.  Lawyers are required to balance competing interests structure of their own practice.  This puts law firms at a disadvantage when competing against non-law firm participate in the technological revolution. Without such a change, lawyers will be at risk Notwithstanding Section (d) of this Rule, a lawyer may practice law in association with an 
practice with or in the form of a business entity authorized (1) a nonlawyer owns any interest therein, except that a fiduciary (2) If expand beyond active non- making for their practice to non- every day (e.g., contingency cases, litigation funders, insurance enterprises for top non-lawyer talent.  This competition is only likely to intensify in the coming years.  Without data of not being able to engage with entrepreneurs across a wide swath of platforms. (Utah, Approved Legal Technology Provider that is owned in whole or in part by nonlawyers. 
to practice law for a profit if: representative of the estate of a lawyer may hold the stock or interest of lawyer ownership, provisions lawyers, who might put self-interest defense, corporate law groups).  Other professions, like medicine, scientists, technologists and other non-lawyer professionals, law firms are unlikely to achieve their full potential in 15). 

the lawyer for a reasonable time during administration; or establishing sandbox will need to and economic considerations ahead of face similar concerns, yet they have found ways to address those adapting technology to solve legal problems or applying continuous process improvement techniques to work more 
(1) a nonlawyer owns any interest therein, except that a (2) a nonlawyer is a corporate director or officer thereof or occupies the be added.  For the sandbox to the practice's clients. concerns without draconian restrictions; efficiently.  We see virtually no risk to consumers of legal services by allowing non-lawyer ownership where such A regulatory sandbox is a framework set up by a regulator that 
fiduciary representative of the estate of a lawyer may hold position of similar responsibility in any form of association other than a attract meaningful participants, it ownership is non-controlling and in active support of the practice of law.  Accordingly, we recommend that Rule 4- allows participants to test innovative business models or offer products and services in a 
the stock or interest of the lawyer for a reasonable time corporation; or will need to adopt Utah's Conflicts of interest may arise if a 2) while the solicitation rules are outside the scope of Rule 4-5.4, 5.4 be amended to permit such active ownership without any requirements or conditions other than those set forth controlled environment under a regulator’s supervision. The sandbox model allows for 
during administration; or (3) a nonlawyer has the right to direct or control the professional judgment approach of grandfathering lawyer practices in a law firm or in an suffice to say, any restrictions on solicitation carried forward can in our proposed revisions to Rule 4-5.4. We believe lawyers and law firms should enjoy even greater freedom to the gathering of data to assess impact and protect against consumer harm. If the data is 
(2) a nonlawyer is a corporate director or officer thereof or of a lawyer.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, a lawyer may practice law in a participant's after sandbox is organization that is owned and be addressed by an appropriate qualification to the relaxed rules determine their ownership and governance structures.  We recognize, however, that when such flexibility is promising, changes to rules and statutes can then be considered more generally. Specific 
occupies the position of similar responsibility in any form of partnership or other form of authorized business entity in which an discontinued.  Absent such operated with nonlawyers. on fee sharing (e.g., retain current limitations if the matter extended to passive investments in ownership interests and/or controlling interests, there is a greater chance of objective factors 
association other than a corporation; or ownership interest is held by an individual nonlawyer who performs protections, the risk of being referred involves personal injury or wrongful death); unanticipated risks to the public.  With little historical data available in the U.S. and only limited data elsewhere, we could be developed to guide the regulator’s evaluation of risks. [California, 32] 
(3) a nonlawyer has the right to direct or control the professional services that assist the entity in providing legal services to required to divest interests is likely believe policy makers would benefit from being able to evaluate passive ownership structures in a more controlled 
professional judgment of a lawyer.  clients, but only if: too great for most passive 3) so long as market forces exist and consumers have access to environment with appropriate safeguards.  Accordingly, we recommend further relaxing the rules restricting non-

(1) the partnership or authorized business entity has as its sole purpose investors. information about available lawyers and pricing, the price a lawyer lawyer ownership or just eliminating them altogether, but only under the supervision of the Bar as part of a 2.3 Amend current fee-sharing and partnership rules to allow participation by licensed 
providing legal services to clients; can charge will be dictated by the market and basic price theory.  provisional pilot program (often referred to as a "regulatory sandbox") authorized by the Florida supreme court.  paraprofessionals. If Oregon implements paraprofessional licensing, it should amend the 
 (2) all persons having an ownership interest in the partnership or Economic rents associated with referral fees should only be This pilot program or sandbox will allow the court and the Bar to identify issues and provide the flexibility to Oregon Rules of Professional Conduct to allow fee sharing and law firm partnership 
authorized business entity agrees to abide by these Rules of Professional achievable when market distortions exist.  If these respond  to them as necessary during the program.  It will also allow the court and the Bar to collect and analyze among regulated legal professionals. Any rule should include safeguards to protect 
Conduct; recommendations are implemented, we expect they will actually valuable data around new ownership structures and the impact they have on the delivery of legal services.  lawyers’ professional judgment. The Board should also direct the Legal Ethics Committee 
(3) the lawyers who have an ownership interest or managerial authority in reduce market distortions, increase competition, and ultimately, Ultimately, this will allow for final decisions to be made on passive non-lawyer ownership that are driven by to consider 
the partnership or authorized business entity agree to be responsible for lower the cost of legal services. objective data rather than anecdotal concerns that may prove largely unfounded.  whether fee sharing or law firm partnership with other professionals who aid lawyers’ 
the nonlawyer participants to the same extent as if nonlawyer participants provision of legal services (e.g., accountants, legal project managers, software designers) 
were lawyers under Rule 4-5.1; could increase access to justice and improve service delivery. [Oregon, 10] 
(4) the aggregate ownership interests of all nonlawyer participants are a 
minority, non-controlling interest in the partnership or authorized business We believe the Arizona approach has much to offer. Indeed, we view the elimination or 
entity; and substantial relaxation of Rule 5.4 as key to allowing 
 (5) the above conditions are confirmed in writing. lawyers to fully and comfortably participate in the technological revolution. Without such 

a change, lawyers will be at risk of not being able to engage with entrepreneurs across a 
wide swath of platforms [Utah] Rule 4-5.4 Prohibition on fee-sharing (a)A lawyer or law firm shall not share legal fees with a (a) A lawyer or law firm may share legal fees with a nonlawyer.  [ If the There are a number of different 1) In order to preserve the independent 1)  Rule 4-5.4(d) already provides that "[a] lawyer shall not permit  By prohibiting fee sharing with non-lawyers, the rule prevents lawyers from entering into strategic relationships The problem is that our current Rules of Professional Conduct artificially limit the business Chicago recommended approach: 

nonlawyer, except that: (1) an agreement by a lawyer with nonlawyer is a qualifying provider (as defined elsewhere in these rules) approaches to relaxing these professional judgment of the lawyer, a person who recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to render that could more efficiently match legal consumers with legal service providers and facilitate the adoption of models that lawyers can utilize to address this market failure and better serve the (5) A lawyer or law firm may pay a portion of a legal fee to an intermediary entity that connects 
the lawyer’s firm, partner, or associate may provide for the < who is primarily engaged in the business of operating a lawyer referral restrictions short of eliminating lawyers must be free from the legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer’s technology within the legal profession.  Better information and a greater emphasis on technology will likely lower increasingly untapped consumer legal market. By limiting solo and small firm lawyers to potential clients with lawyers or provides other business and administrative services as part of 
payment of money, over a reasonable period of time after network or similar service that is compensated in exchange for referring them wholesale like Arizona.  This influence of those who refer cases to professional judgment in rendering such legal services."  In the cost of legal services while improving outcomes and the legal consumer's experience.  Allowing relationships the traditional law firm model, the Rules are making it unduly difficult for them to the connecting service if: 
the lawyer’s death, to the lawyer’s estate or to 1 or more potential clients to lawyers and who does not offer any material services to alone makes a compelling case for them or would otherwise have an addition, the lawyer always remains subject to the rules of that incentivize technology companies to contribute technology and related expertise to ventures with law firms compete in the modern business world and fueling the dysfunction in the market in two (a) there is no interference with the lawyer’s professional independence of judgment 
specified persons; (2) a lawyer who undertakes to complete consumers other than identifying or recommending lawyers to the implementing some or all of our economic interest in the outcome of a professional conduct and must exercise his or her independent who bring a deep understanding of the practice of law is an exciting possibility that's made more difficult to achieve major ways.[Chicago, 29] (b) the amount paid to the entity is a standard, reasonable charge for marketing, business, or 
unfinished legal business of a deceased lawyer may pay to consumer> , the fee may not be calculated as a percentage of the fee proposed changes within a case that may lead to interference; professional judgment; today because of the prohibitions on fee sharing.  Some argue that these relationships can be structured under the administrative services; is paid at the time of connection to the client; and is not contingent on 
the estate of the deceased lawyer that proportion of the received by a lawyer; calculated as a percentage of the client’s recovery in regulatory sandbox. current rules and hence no changes are needed.  We see little benefit, however, in forcing would be entrepreneurs Facilitating the availability of Legal Technology Providers is critical to the merits or outcome of any individual matter; 
total compensation that fairly represents the services the matter; based on the perceived value of the case referred to or  2) Referral fees constitute a type of fee 2) while the solicitation rules are outside the scope of Rule 4-5.4, to resort to legal fictions and other machinations in order to create a structure that approximates a desired expanding consumer access to legal solutions. Successful development and operation of (c) no services provided by the entity involve the practice of law; and 
rendered by the deceased lawyer; (3) a lawyer who accepted by a participating lawyer; a flat charge that differs based on the One approach would be to modify sharing, which may increase incentives suffice to say, any restrictions on solicitation carried forward can business outcome.  Others may argue that our inability to cite specific examples of successful ventures or to technology based enterprises requires the collaboration of those with technical and (d) the entity is registered under Rule 801.         
purchases the practice of a deceased, disabled, or perceived value of the case referred to or accepted by a participating proposed Rule 23 to keep the for those that refer clients to engage in be addressed by an appropriate qualification to the relaxed rules otherwise describe in detail ventures we believe will effect positive change as reason not to change the rule.  We business knowledge and skills and those with legal knowledge and skills, as well as outside (6) (a) A lawyer may share fees with an Approved Legal Technology Provider for products or 
disappeared lawyer may, in accordance with the provisions lawyer; < a flat charge per case accepted by a participating lawyer; or a flat concept of a registered technology unwanted client solicitation (i.e., the on fee sharing (e.g., retain current limitations if the matter believe this line of reasoning misses the point.  First, these restrictions have been in place in the U.S. throughout the capital in many instances. Consumers benefit from active involvement of lawyers as services provided by or in coordination with the Approved Legal Technology Provider. 
of rule 4-1.17, pay to the estate or other legally authorized charge per case accepted by a participating lawyer that differs based on company and relax the fee sharing more referrals, the more referral fees); referred involves personal injury or wrongful death); history of the modern legal profession, so there hasn't been any opportunity to see the result of easing these owners, employees, and affiliates of technology-based entities. [Chicago, 33] (b) A lawyer shall not form a partnership with a nonlawyer if any of the activities of the 
representative of that lawyer the agreed upon purchase the type of matter> .] rules for tech companies that and restrictions.  More importantly, the challenges facing the legal profession and those unable to secure adequate legal partnership consist of the practice of law except that a lawyer may enter into a partnership or 
price; (4) bonuses may be paid to nonlawyer employees for register with Bar.  More 3) so long as market forces exist and consumers have access to representation are significant enough, that the better approach is to question why these rules exist in the first As a longer term objective, the Task Force recommends ongoing study of further revisions other business association with a nonlawyer for purposes of establishing and/or operating an 
work performed, and may be based on their extraordinary specifically, they can be paid 3) Referral fees increase the cost of information about available lawyers and pricing, the price a lawyer place.  Like other aspects of society and our institutions more generally, much has changed over the last fifty (50) to rule 5.4. If, following study, a regulatory sandbox is developed, it is anticipated that Approved Legal Technology Provider. 
efforts on a particular case or over a specified time period. agreed upon fees based on services because lawyers must recoup can charge will be dictated by the market and basic price theory.  years.  Unfortunately, many of the rules governing our profession have not kept up with those changes.  applications for participation would be encouraged from law firms and from alternative (c) A lawyer shall not permit a person who recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to render 
Bonus payments shall not be based on cases or clients matters accepted by lawyer, but those fees in the price charged to the Economic rents associated with referral fees should only be Unnecessary regulation poses an inherent risk of slowing progress and impeding innovation, often going unnoticed legal services legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer’s professional judgment in rendering 
brought to the lawyer or law firm by the actions of the still prohibit fees based on consumer. achievable when market distortions exist.  If these because we are unaware of the opportunities lost because of seemingly harmless regulation.  So, we would providers (ALSP) such as nonlawyer owned and operated technology firms, and business such legal services. 
nonlawyer. A lawyer shall not provide a bonus payment outcomes or value of a case. recommendations are implemented, we expect they will actually approach Rule 4-5.4 with the question: What harm is the rule actually preventing?  And is it significant enough to collaborations of lawyers and nonlawyers. On the one hand, the Task Force is well aware (d) A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional corporation or association 
that is calculated as a percentage of legal fees received by reduce market distortions, increase competition, and ultimately, forego the possible benefits that could be achieved by relaxing the restrictions on fee sharing. from public comments received and other input that the longstanding restrictions on fee authorized to practice law for a profit if: 
the lawyer or law firm; and (5) a lawyer may share court- lower the cost of legal services. sharing and nonlawyer ownership serve to protect an attorney’s exercise of independent (1) a nonlawyer owns any interest therein, except that a fiduciary representative of the estate of 
awarded fees with a nonprofit, pro bono legal services professional judgment in providing legal advice and services. On the other hand, the Task a lawyer may hold the stock or interest of the lawyer for a reasonable time during 
organization that employed, retained, or recommended Force regards rule 5.4 as central to advancing innovation in the delivery of legal services administration; 
employment of the lawyer in the matter and has heard from technologists and others that this rule is a significant inhibitor of new (2) a nonlawyer is a corporate director or officer thereof or occupies the position of similar 

delivery systems that might otherwise be brought to market by nonlawyer entities or co- responsibility in any form of association other than a corporation; or 
owned collaborations of lawyers and nonlawyers. Once deployed, the data from sandbox (3) a nonlawyer has the right to direct or control the professional judgment of a lawyer.       
trials, which would be (e) Notwithstanding Section (d) of this Rule, a lawyer may practice law in association with an 
conducted pursuant to Task Force recommendation #5 could inform whether, and to Approved Legal Technology Provider that is owned in whole or in part by nonlawyers 
what extent compliance enforcement standards and risk based proactive auditing by a 
regulatory oversight body could balance consumer protection and access goals in the 

Rule 4-5.4 Clarifying rules for non- Consolidate current (e) with revised (a) Nonlawyer Ownership or Management of Authorized Business Entity. A Note that this change could also Should be non-controversial. Our only objective is to conform the rules to actual practice that is 
profits lawyer may practice with a not-for-profit business entity authorized to be implemented by changes to widely accepted within the profession. 

practice law.  For purposes of this rule and applicable to not-for-profit Rule 4-8.6. 
business entities only, the business entity may be formed as a corporation 
and a nonlawyer may be a corporate director or office of the authorized 
business entity.  However, a nonlawyer owner, corporate director, or 
corporate officer may not have the right to direct or control the 
professional judgment of a lawyer employed by, or affiliated with, the not-
for-profit business entity 

The below are conforming changes to other rules necessary to harmonize them with proposed changes to 4-5.4. 

Rule 4-1.8 Comment under “Person COMMENT - Lawyers are frequently asked to represent a No change required. 
paying for lawyer’s services” (third client under circumstances in which a third person will 
party paying for a lawyer’s services) compensate the lawyer, in whole or in part. The third 

person might be a relative or friend, an indemnitor (such as 
a liability insurance company), or a co-client (such as a 
corporation sued along with one or more of its employees). 
Because third-party payers frequently have interests that 
differ from those of the client, including interests in 
minimizing the amount spent on the representation and in 
learning how the representation is progressing, lawyers are 
prohibited from accepting or continuing these 
representations unless the lawyer determines that there 
will be no interference with the lawyer’s independent 
professional judgment and there is informed consent from 
the client. See also rule 4-5.4(d) (prohibiting interference 
with a lawyer’s professional judgment by one who 
recommends, employs or pays the lawyer to render legal 
services for another). Sometimes, it will be sufficient for 
the lawyer to obtain the client’s informed consent 
regarding the fact of the payment and the identity of the 
third-party payer. If, however, the fee arrangement creates 
a conflict of interest for the lawyer, then the lawyer must 
comply with rule 4-1.7. The lawyer must also conform to 
the requirements of rule 4-1.6 concerning confidentiality. 
Under rule 4-1.7(a), a conflict of interest exists if there is 
significant risk that the lawyer’s representation of the client 
will be materially limited by the lawyer’s own interest in 
the fee arrangement or by the lawyer’s responsibilities to 
the third-party payer (for example, when the third-party 
payer is a co-client). Under rule 4-1.7(b), the lawyer may 
accept or continue the 

Rule 4-1.17, Comment, first COMMENT - The practice of law is a profession, not merely No change required. 
paragraph a business. Clients are not commodities that can be 

purchased and sold at will. In accordance with the 
requirements of this rule, when a 
lawyer or an entire firm sells the practice and other lawyers 
or firms take over the representation, the selling lawyer or 
firm may obtain compensation for the reasonable value of 
the practice as may withdrawing partners of law firms. See 
rules 4-5.4 and 4-5.6. 

 



Rule 4-5.3, Comment, third paragraph COMMENT - Nothing provided in this rule should be COMMENT - Nothing provided in this rule should be interpreted to mean 
and first paragraph under interpreted to mean that a nonlawyer may have any that a nonlawyer may have any ownership or partnership interest in a law 
“nonlawyers outside the firm” ownership or partnership interest in a law firm, which is firm,   which is prohibited except as permitted by rule 4-5.4. Additionally, 

prohibited by rule 4-5.4. Additionally, this rule does not this rule does not permit a lawyer to accept employment by a nonlawyer or 
permit a lawyer to accept employment by a nonlawyer or group of nonlawyers, the purpose of which is to provide the supervision 
group of nonlawyers, the purpose of which is to provide required under this rule. This conduct is prohibited by rules 4-5.4 and 4-5.5. 
the supervision required under this rule. This conduct is NONLAWYERS OUTSIDE THE FIRM - A lawyer may use nonlawyers outside 
prohibited by rules 4-5.4 and 4-5.5. NONLAWYERS OUTSIDE the firm to assist the lawyer in rendering legal services to the client. 
THE FIRM - A lawyer may use nonlawyers outside the firm Examples include the retention of an investigative or paraprofessional 
to assist the lawyer in rendering legal services to the client. service, hiring a document management company to create and maintain a 
Examples include the retention of an investigative or database for complex litigation, sending client documents to a third party 
paraprofessional service, hiring a document management for printing or scanning, and using an Internet-based service to store client 
company to create and maintain a database for complex information. When using these services outside the firm, a lawyer must 
litigation, sending client documents to a third party for make reasonable efforts to ensure that the services are provided in a 
printing or scanning, and using an Internet-based service to manner that is compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations. The 
store client information. When using these services outside extent of this obligation will depend on the circumstances, including the 
the firm, a lawyer must make reasonable efforts to ensure education, experience and reputation of the nonlawyer; the 
that the services are provided in a manner that is nature of the services involved; the terms of any arrangements concerning 
compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations. The the protection of client information; and the legal and ethical environments 
extent of this obligation will depend on the circumstances, of the jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, particularly with 
including the education, experience and reputation of the regard to confidentiality. See also rules 4-1.1 (competence), 4- 1.2 
nonlawyer; the (allocation of authority), 4-1.4 (communication with client), 4-1.6 
nature of the services involved; the terms of any (confidentiality), 4-5.4 (professional independence of the lawyer), and 4-5.5 
arrangements concerning the protection of client (unauthorized practice of law). When retaining or directing a nonlawyer 
information; and the legal and ethical environments of the outside the firm, a lawyer should communicate directions appropriate 
jurisdictions in which the services will be performed, under the circumstances to give reasonable assurance that the nonlawyer’s 
particularly with regard to confidentiality. See also rules 4- conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer. 
1.1 (competence), 4- 1.2 (allocation of authority), 4-1.4 
(communication with client), 4-1.6 (confidentiality), 4-5.4 
(professional independence of the lawyer), and 4-5.5 
(unauthorized practice of law) When retaining or directing 

Rule 4-7.17(b) (b) Payment for Referrals. A lawyer may not give anything (b) Payment for Referrals. A lawyer may not give anything of value to a Restore language to the extent 
of value to a person for recommending the lawyer’s person for recommending the lawyer’s services, except that a lawyer may some form of restrictions on fee 
services, except that a lawyer may pay the reasonable cost pay the reasonable cost of advertising permitted by these rules, may pay sharing will remain in effect. 
of advertising permitted by these rules, may pay the usual the usual charges of a lawyer referral service, lawyer directory, qualifying 
charges of a lawyer referral service, lawyer directory, provider or other legal service organization, and may purchase a law 
qualifying provider or other legal service organization, and practice in accordance with rule 4-1.17. 
may purchase a law practice in accordance with rule 4-1.17. 

Rule 4-7.17, Comment, first A lawyer is allowed to pay for advertising permitted by this A lawyer is allowed to pay for advertising permitted by this rule and for the Restore language to the extent 
paragraph under “paying others for rule and for the purchase of a law practice in accordance purchase of a law practice in accordance with the provisions of rule 4-1.17, some form of restrictions on fee 
recommendations” (“subject to the with the provisions of rule 4-1.17, but otherwise is not but otherwise is not permitted to pay or provide other tangible benefits to sharing will remain in effect. 
limitations imposed by rule 4-7.22) permitted to pay or provide other tangible benefits to another person for procuring professional work. However, a legal aid 

another person for procuring professional work. However, agency or prepaid legal services plan may pay to advertise legal services 
a legal aid agency or prepaid legal services plan may pay to provided under its auspices. Likewise, a lawyer may participate in lawyer 
advertise legal services provided under its auspices. referral programs, qualifying providers, or lawyer directories and pay the 
Likewise, a lawyer may participate in lawyer referral usual fees charged by such programs, subject, however, to the limitations 
programs, qualifying providers, or lawyer directories and imposed by rule 4-7.22. This rule does not prohibit paying regular 
pay the usual fees charged by such programs, subject, compensation to an assistant, such as a secretary or advertising consultant, 
however, to the limitations imposed by rule 4-7.22. This to prepare communications permitted by this rule. 
rule does not prohibit paying regular compensation to an 
assistant, such as a secretary or advertising consultant, to 
prepare communications permitted by this rule. 

Rule 4-7.22(d)(2) (d) When Lawyers May Participate with Qualifying (d) When Lawyers May Participate with Qualifying Providers. A lawyer may Conform rule depending on final 
Providers. A lawyer may participate with a qualifying participate with a qualifying provider as defined in this rule [only if the approach to fee sharing. 
provider as defined in this rule only if the qualifying qualifying provider: (2) receives no fee or charge that is a division or 
provider: (2) receives no fee or charge that is a division or sharing of fees, unless the qualifying provider is The Florida Bar Lawyer 
sharing of fees, unless the qualifying provider is The Florida Referral Service or a lawyer referral service approved by The Florida Bar 
Bar Lawyer Referral Service or a lawyer referral service pursuant to chapter 8 of these rules;] 
approved by The Florida Bar pursuant to chapter 8 of these 
rules; 

Rule 4-7.22, Comment, third A lawyer may not participate with a qualifying provider [UPDATE AS NECESSARY TO CONFORM TO ANY CHANGES TO RULE] A Conform comment depending on 
paragraph that receives any fee that constitutes a division of legal fees lawyer may not participate with a qualifying provider that receives any fee final approach to fee sharing. 

with the lawyer, unless the qualifying provider is The that constitutes a division of legal fees with the lawyer, unless the 
Florida Bar Lawyer Referral Service or a lawyer referral qualifying provider is The Florida Bar Lawyer Referral Service or a lawyer 
service approved by The Florida Bar pursuant to chapter 8 referral service approved by The Florida Bar pursuant to chapter 8 of these 
of these rules. A fee calculated as a percentage of the fee rules. A fee calculated as a percentage of the fee received by a lawyer, or 
received by a lawyer, or based on the success or perceived based on the success or perceived value of the case, would be an improper 
value of the case, would be an improper division of fees. division of fees. Additionally, a fee that constitutes an improper division of 
Additionally, a fee that constitutes an improper division of fees occurs when the qualifying provider directs, regulates, or influences 
fees occurs when the qualifying provider directs, regulates, the lawyer’s professional judgment in rendering legal services to the client. 
or influences the lawyer’s professional judgment in See e.g. rules 4-5.4 and 4-1.7(a)(2). Examples of direction, regulation or 
rendering legal services to the client. See e.g. rules 4-5.4 influence include when the qualifying provider places limits on a lawyer’s 
and 4-1.7(a)(2). Examples of direction, regulation or representation of a client, requires or prohibits the performance of 
influence include when the qualifying provider places limits particular legal services or tasks, or requires the use of particular forms or 
on a lawyer’s representation of a client, requires or the use of particular third party providers, whether participation with a 
prohibits the performance of particular legal services or particular qualifying provider would violate this rule requires a case-by-case 
tasks, or requires the use of particular forms or the use of determination. 
particular third party providers, whether participation with 
a particular qualifying provider would violate this rule 
requires a case-by-case determination. 

Rule 4-8.6(c) Except as permitted under Rule 4-5.4(c), no person may serve as a partner, 
No person may serve as a partner, manager, director or manager, director or executive officer of an authorized business entity that 
executive officer of an authorized business entity that is is engaged in the practice of law in Florida unless such person is legally 
engaged in the practice of law in Florida unless such person qualified to render legal services in this state. For purposes of this rule the 
is legally qualified to render legal services in this state. For term “executive officer” includes the president, vice-president, or any other 
purposes of this rule the term “executive officer” includes officer who performs a policy-making function.  
the president, vice-president, or any other officer who 
performs a policy-making function 

Rule 4-8.6(e) (e) Disqualification of Shareholder, Member, Proprietor, or (e) Disqualification of Shareholder, Member, Proprietor, or Partner; Alternatively, and in light of the 
Partner; Severance of Financial Interests. Whenever a Severance of Financial Interests. Whenever a shareholder of a professional risk posed by a disbarred lawyer 
shareholder of a professional service corporation, a service corporation, a member of a professional limited liability company, remaining in any position at his or 
member of a professional limited liability company, proprietor, or partner in a limited liability partnership becomes legally her current firm, the comment 
proprietor, or partner in a limited liability partnership disqualified to render legal services in this state, said shareholder, member, could be revised to specifically 
becomes legally disqualified to render legal services in this proprietor, or partner must sever all employment with and financial recognize the permissibility of non-
state, said shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner interests in such authorized business entity immediately, unless such person lawyer ownership under 4-5.4, but 
must sever all employment with and financial interests in is eligible to remain as a non-lawyer owner under Rule 4-5.4(c) [or is an disqualify disbarred lawyers from 
such authorized business entity immediately. For purposes entity registered in sandbox pilot ]. For purposes of this rule the term being eligible to own a non-lawyer 
of this rule the term “legally disqualified” does not include “legally disqualified” does not include suspension from the practice of law interest thereunder.  If the 
suspension from the practice of law for a period of time for a period of time less than 91 days. Severance of employment and disqualification is intended to 
less than 91 days. Severance of employment and financial financial interests required by this rule will not preclude the shareholder, extend to future employment, 
interests required by this rule will not preclude the member, proprietor, or partner from receiving compensation based on then exclusion for disbarred 
shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner from legal fees generated for legal services performed during the time when the lawyers should also be addressed 
receiving compensation based on legal fees generated for shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner was legally qualified to render in 4-5.4 because 4-8.6 only 
legal services performed during the time when the legal services in this state. This provision will not prohibit employment of a requires disassociation from 
shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner was legally legally disqualified shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner in a current firm and doesn't restrict 
qualified to render legal services in this state. This provision position that does not render legal service nor payment to an existing profit disbarred lawyer from gaining 
will not prohibit employment of a legally disqualified sharing or pension plan to the extent permitted in rules 3-6.1 and 4- employment as a non-lawyer at 
shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner in a position 5.4(a)(3), or as required by applicable law. another firm.  Same consideration 
that does not render legal service nor payment to an for any participants in sandbox. 
existing profit sharing or pension plan to the extent 
permitted in rules 3-6.1 and 4-5.4(a)(3), or as required by 
applicable law. 



Rule 4-8.6, Comment, first paragraph COMMENT - This rule and the statute require termination COMMENT - This rule and the statute require termination of employment See above. 
under “employment by and financial of employment of a shareholder, member, proprietor, or of a shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner when same is “legally 
interests in an authorized business partner when same is “legally disqualified” to render legal disqualified” to render legal services, unless the person is otherwise eligible 
entity” services. The purpose of this provision is to prohibit to remain as a non-lawyer owner under Rule 4-5.4(c) [or is an entity 

compensation based on fees for legal services rendered at a registered in sandbox pilot] . The purpose of this provision is to prohibit 
time when the shareholder, member, proprietor, or compensation based on fees for legal services rendered at a time when the 
partner cannot render the same type of services. Continued shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner cannot render the same type 
engagement in capacities other than rendering legal of services. Continued engagement in capacities other than rendering legal 
services with the same or similar compensation would services with the same or similar compensation would allow circumvention 
allow circumvention of prohibitions of sharing legal fees of prohibitions of sharing legal fees with one not qualified to render legal 
with one not qualified to render legal services. Other rules services or is not otherwise entitled to share in such fees as a non-lawyer 
prohibit the sharing of legal fees with nonlawyers and this under Rule 4-5.4. Other rules prohibit the sharing of legal fees with 
rule continues the application of that type of prohibition. nonlawyers and this rule continues the application of that type of 
However, nothing in this rule or the statute prohibits prohibition. However, nothing in this rule or the statute prohibits payment 
payment to the disqualified shareholder, member, to the disqualified shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner for legal 
proprietor, or partner for legal services rendered while the services rendered while the shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner 
shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner was qualified was qualified to render same, even though payment for the legal services is 
to render same, even though payment for the legal services not received until the shareholder, member, proprietor, or partner is legally 
is not received until the shareholder, member, proprietor, disqualified. 
or partner is legally disqualified. 


